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This is the first in a series of articles dealing with the foundation of the 
analysis on Wiener-Riemannian manifolds. Our final purpose is to intro- 
duce several kinds of definitions of Wiener-Riemannian manifolds and to 
construct a certain kind of de Rham-Hodge-Kodaira theory on them. 
Also, one of our minor purposes is to improve the results in [9] and give 
a correction to [9]. In this paper, we introduce several kinds of capacities 
and regularity of nonlinear maps, and study their properties. 
The idea to use capacities to control a certain kind of “topology” was 
originated in Malliavin [ 111 and has been exploited by Airault and 
Malliavin [2] and Sugita [ 151. We believe that these results play impor- 
tant roles. However, we introduce also new capacities which lit our 
analysis, and we introduce several kinds of regularity of nonlinear maps 
based on these capacities. We also show the existence of the partition of 
unity, and so on, which enables us to use usual tequnique in the sheaf 
theory. 
We already studied nonlinear transformations in [lo]. But those results 
are inconvenient to study “de Rham cohomology,” especially homotopy 
invariance of it. So we introduce several classes of regularity of nonlinear 
transformations and study their properties. In the forthcoming paper, we 
shall discuss differential forms. 
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1. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
For any pair (E,, E,) of real (or complex) Hilbert spaces, gm”(E,, E,) 
denotes the Banach space consisting of all bounded linear operators from 
E, into E,, and Y*(E,, E2) denotes the Hilbert space consisting of all 
Hilbert-Schmidt operators from E, into E,. Also, E, @ E, denotes the 
Hilbert space which is a completion of an algebraic tensor of E, and E,. 
Then {el,kOe2,1)~l=1 is a complete orthonormal basis of E, 0 E,, if 
{el,~>~~l and {e2,,l,E, are complete orthonormal bases of E, and E,, 
respectively. E: denotes the dual space of E,, and we sometimes identify 
dP*(E, ; E2) with Ey 0 E,. For the simplicity of notation, we denote by 
I/ . II ccI and 1) . II 2 the norms II . II PXtEI; EZI and II . II 9~CE,: Ez), respectively, if this 
usage is not confusing. 
(1.1) DEFINITION. We say that a triple (p, H, B) is an abstract Wiener 
space, if 
(1) B is a separable real Banach (or Frechet) space, 
(2) H is a separable real Hilbert space continuously and densely 
embedded in the Banach space B, and 
(3) ,u is a probability measure in B such that 
z~u)~*)P(~z)=~xP(-~ Il4L.) 
for any UE B* c H*. 
Here B* and H* are the dual spaces of B and H, respectively. 
Usually, the dual space H* is identified with the Hilbert space H itself. 
However, we will not take this convention in this paper. We always 
consider the Bore1 algebra over B as a a-algebra over B. 
For any subspace K of H, let us denote by .!Y(K; H) a set of all 
orthogonal projections in H whose range is a finite dimensional subspace 
of K. Let B* = {h E H; (/z, .)H: H --+ R can be extended to a bounded linear 
function on B}. Then it is easy to see that any element P in 9(B*; H) can 
be extended to a bounded linear operator P from B into H. We denote 
P(H, H) by Y(H) for the simplicity of notation. 
The following is well known (see Kuo [7]). 
( 1.2) PROPOSITION. ( 1) The inclusion map from H into B is compact. 
(2) Let E be a Hilbert space and A: B + E be a bounded linear map. 
Then the operator Al H: H + E is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. 
(3) Zf dim H= co, then p(H) = 0. 
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(4) Let V be a dense countable Q-vector space in H. rf A is a 
measurable set and A + V = {z + v; z E A, v E V> = A, then u(A) = 0 or 1. 
The following is also well known (e.g., Kuo [7]). 
(1.3) PROPOSITION. For any KE H* 0 E, there is a measurable map 
K: B + E such that 
s II&z) - K&(1 f: u(dz) + 0, n-rco B 
for any sequence {P, > ,“= I c 9(B*; H) with P, t I,. 
(1.4) Remark. The measurale map K: B -+ E is not necessarily linear. 
(1.5) EXAMPLES. (1) For UE H, we can define KE H* by Kh = (h, u),, 
hE H. We write (z, u); for R(z). 
(2) Any P E 9(H) is an element of H* 0 H. We write pz for P(z). 
(1.6) THEOREM (Cameron-Martin). Let T,: B + B be a map given by 
T,,z = z + u, z E B, for each u E B. Then the image measure u 0 T; ’ is 
absolutely continuous relative to u, tf and only tf u E H. Moreover, tf u E H, 
then 
(1.7) PROPOSITION. (1) The linear span of (exp(fl B(z, u)~*); 
UE B*} is dense in LP(B; C, du) for any PE [l, co). 
(2) Zf h, + h strongly in H, then exp( (z, h,); ) --t exp( (z, h); ) strongly 
in Lp(B; C, du) for any PE (1, co). 
(3) Zf h, + h weakly in H, then exp((z, h,); -(l/2) lih,l[*)+ 
exp((z, h); -(l/2) Ilhll;) weakly in LP(B; C, dp) for any PE (1, co). 
Proof: The assertion (1) is well-known and so we omit the proof. The 
assertions (2) and (3) follow from the assertion (1) and the fact that 
JB exp(fi(z, h); 1 -exp((z, k); 1 Adz) 
= exp(- 4 II4 $ + f IlkI + n(h, k),), h,kEH. 
(1.8) DEFINITION. We say that q: B + [0, cc] is a measurable semi- 
norm if 
(1) q: B + [0, co] is a measurable map, 
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(2) q(az)= Ial .q(z), UE(W, a#O, ZEB, q(O)=O, 
(3) q(zl + z2) d q(zl) + dz,), zI, z2 E 4 and 
(4) /4{zE.B&k~))=l. 
Then we have the following theorem due to Landau, Shepp, and 
Fernique. (See Kuo [‘7] for the proof. Also see Theorem (4.9).) 
(1.9) THEOREM. If q: B+ [0, co] is a measurable semi-norm, there is a 
/3 > 0 such that 
1 exp(B .4(z)2) AdzI < 02. B 
The following is due to Ito and Nisio [S]. 
(1.10) THEOREM. Zf P, E Y(H), n = 1, 2, . . . . with P, r I,, then 
llz-Fp,zllB+O p-ae. z. 
Now we think of stochastic extension of bounded linear operators in H. 
For this purpose we prepare several lemmas. 
(1.11) LEMMA. Let cp: R” --) [0, co) be a conuex function, A be a linear 
operator in W, and P be an orthogonal projection in R”. Then we have 
jR, cp(PAx) yn(dx) d jRn d IIA II cc f’x) y,(dx). 
Here Yn(dx) = (27~~“‘~ exp( - (l/2) [xl’) dx. 
Proof Note that lIPAll ‘, = maximum eigenvalue of PAA*P. Also it is 
easy to see that lIAl/2, P- PAA*P is non-negative definite. So let K= 
(lIAl(2, P-PAA*P)“‘. Then the probability laws of PAX+ Ky and 
IiAll cD Px under y,(dx)@y,(dy) are the same. Thus by Jensen’s inequality, 
we have 
I d IIA II m Px) yn(dx) Iw” 
Z.7 s cp(f’Ax +KY) y,(dx R” xR” 
(PAX + KY 1 Y,(( 
)Oy,(&) 
S) yn(dx) > 
= s cp(PAx) y,(d . R” 
This completes the proof. 
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Similar to the proof of Lemma (1.1 1 ), we have the following. 
(1.12) PROPOSITION. Let q: B -+ [0, co] he a measurable semi-norm, 
cp: [0, co) + [0, 00) be a convex function, and PEP(H; H). Then 
jB ddz - pz)) AdzI d jB dqb)) Adz). 
From this proposition and Theorems (1.9) and (l.lO), we have the 
following. 
(1.13) THEOREM. There is a /3 > 0 such that for any {P,},“_, c .!Y(H; H) 
with P,, t IH, 
s exp(P. lb -~,A i) dz) 5-1, n-+co. B 
Now the following is a main result in this section. 
(1.14) THEOREM. Let (pLi, Hi, B;), i= 1, 2, be abstract Wiener spaces, 
and A be a bounded linear operators from H1 into H,. Then there is a 
measurable map 2: B, + B, such that for any (P,}r= , c Y(H,) with 
P,fI,,, n-r a, 
(1.15) j II&)-&A& ru,(dz) + 0, n+a3,foranypE(l,cO), 
BI 
and 
(1.16) II&-A~,zI/.,-,o, n + 00, p1 - a.e. z. 
Proof. Take { Q~‘}~=, cP(B*. H.) i= 1 2 with Q”‘rI 
them. Then by Lemma (1.1 1 ), we ‘hBvd ;br an; i E .!Y(H, ; g,), 
H, and fix 
(1.17) j IIApz - Q:)A&ll;, pl(dz) 
BI 
= lim 
s I-too B, IHQ:” - Q!,?, Af’zll5, pl(dz) 
G lim IWII &cH,, HzJ. /AC0 s Il(Q:“- Q!,f’)- wIIPe, ,ddw) Bz 
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and so 
(1 > 
l/P 
lim 
n.l+m B, llA~l”z-~P,zll~,~L,(~z) 
l/P 
G 2 II4 -9pn(HI; HZ) U IIW - E?wll5, p2(dw) B2 > 
for any m Z 1, since QE’A is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator in H. Therefore 
we see that there is a measurable map A”: B -+ B such that 
and (1.15) is satisfied. 
Relation (1.16) is proved from this and Ottaviani’s inequality (e.g., Ito 
and Nisio [S]). 
This completes the proof. 
2. ORNSTEIN-UHLENBECK PROCESSES 
In this section, we assume that a triple (p, H, B) is an abstract Wiener 
space and that A is a strictly positive-definite selfadjoint operator in H. 
Moreover, we assume the following. 
There is a complete orthonormal basis (en}:= 1 in H such that 
(1) Ae, = lZ,,en for some A,, > 0, IZ > 1, and 
(2) e, E B*, n > 1. 
(2.1) Remark. The assumption (A - l)(2) is not essential, because if we 
define a norm q on H by q(h) = lihllB + C,“= l a-2. (h, e,)$, h E H, and if we 
denote by B’ the completion of H with respect to the norm q, then 
(p, H, B’) is an abstract Wiener space, B’ c B, and e, E (B’)*. 
580/98/l-9 
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Now let P,, n 2 1, denote the orthogonal projection in H onto 
C; = 1 Re,. Then P, E P(B*; H). Since $(A) is a bounded linear operator in 
H for any bounded measurable function $ in R, we can think of stochastic 
extension $(A)- by Theorem (1.14). We fix a version of $(A)” by 
(2.2) $@)” z= 
1 
~n+m ICI(A) Rz if $(A) P,z converges in B 
otherwise. 
For the simplicity of notation, we denote by $(A) z the version (2.2). Then 
the following is obvious. 
(2.3) PROPOSITION. Let II/ be a bounded measurable function in [w and 
- 
E= {WEB;hm,,, IjIc/(A) P,wllH< MI}. Then there is a constant C< 00 
such that 
7 
Now let E be a separable Hilbert space. For any bounded measurable 
map f: B + E, we define a measurable map Pf f: B -+ E, t 2 0, by 
(2.4) I’;’ f(z) = j f(e-‘Az + (ZH - e-2rA,1’2w) p(dw), z E B. 
B 
Then it is easy to see the following. 
(2.5) PROPOSITION. (1) Se llP~S(z)ll~Adz)~~, llf(z)ll$Adz)for any 
bounded measurable f: B --* E and p E (1, co ). 
(2) In the case where E = [w, 
jB P:’ f (2) g(z) Adz) = j f(z) . P: g(z) Adz) 
B 
for any bounded measurable maps S, g: B -+ Iw, and 
O<P:‘fbl, lj- O<f<l. 
(3) vY>laJ can be regarded as a strongly continuous contraction 
semigroup in LP(B; E, dp), p E (1, co ). 
(4) Pp f(z + h) = Se exp((R,h, w)” - i IIR,hll$) f(eerAz + (I - 
e-2rA,1/2~) p(dw), p - a.e. z, for any t > 0, h E H, and bounded measurable 
map f: B+ E. Here RI=e-‘A(Z-e-2’A)-‘J2, t>O. 
Let 92E denote the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup ( Pf},,O in 
Lp(B; E, d,u). Then we can define some Sobolev spaces as follows. 
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(2.6) DEFINITION. For any separable real Hilbert space E, s > 0, and 
p E (1, co), we define a Banach space D;,“(E) by 
D;,“(E) = Image(Z- LG?~,,E))~‘~ in LP(B; E, dp), 
li”&,;.s= liti- y;,E)S’2 UIILP(B;E,d~)7 u E D;.“(E). 
(2.7) Remark. We denote by YA the operator P’z,,E if this usage is not 
confusing. In the case that A = (l/2)1,, we denote by D;(E) (resp. P,, 04”) 
the space D;,“(E) (resp. operators P;“, L3A). Also, to emphasize what 
abstract Wiener space we are thinking on, we denote D;(E) by Di(B; E) 
sometimes. 
We define D,“(E), p E (1, cc ), and D,“- , p E ( 1, cc 1, by 
D,“(E)= (-) D;(E), 
st(0.m) 
and 
D;-(E)= n D,“(E). 
YE (03 PI 
Then they become Frechet spaces naturally. 
We have another definition of certain Sobolev spaces. 
(2.8) DEFINITION. For any separable real Hilbert space, W’(E) is 
defined to be the set of measurable maps f: B + E such that 
(1) for each h E H, there is a measurable map y,, : B + E such that 
(i) TJz) =f(z) p-ax. z and 
(ii) y,(z + th) is absolutely continuous in t for any z E B, and 
(2) there is a measurable map Of: B -+ H* 0 E such that 
P 
(1 1~ 
ZEB; f(f(Z+th)-f(z))-Df(z)h >& 
II I> 
-+o, t+oO, 
E 
for any heH and E>O. 
Then we have the following (see [S] for the proof ). 
(2.9) LEMMA. Suppose that fn~ W’(E), n = 1, 2, . . . . and f: B-+ E and 
G: B + H* @ E are measurable. If 
(1) ~({zEB; Ilf(z)-f,(~)ll~>~})-*O, n-+oo,for any E>O and 
(2) Se llG(z)-~f,(z)ll,,,.~(dz) -0, n+ ~0, 
then f~ W’(E) and Df(z) = G(z) p - a.e. z. 
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By virtue of results by Stein, Meyer, and Bakry, we have the following 
(see Bakry [3]). 
(2.10) THEOREM. For any separable real Hilbert space E and p E (1, co), 
D$‘(E) = {fe W’(E); Df(z) E Dom(A ‘I*), p - a.e. z and Se (Ilu(z)lI g + 
I/A”* Df(~)l/$,.)p(dz)< CO}, and there are constants cP and C, which 
depend only on p such that 
for any UE D;-‘(E). Here we regard A’/* = (A’/‘)* as a selfadjoint operator 
in H*, and also as a selfadjoint operator in H* @ E. 
Now for any separable real Hilbert space E, s E ( - co, 0) and p E (1, GO), 
we define D;,“(E) by the dual Banach space of D,“,-“(E), where 
l/p + l/q = 1. As usual, we identify the Banach space LP(B; E, d,u) with the 
dual space of Lq(B; E*, dp). Then we see that 
D;,“(E) II D;:“‘(E) if 1 <p<p’< cc and -cc <sds’< cc. 
Moreover, we have 
II4 D;,“(E) = il(I- yA)s’2 UI,LP(B;E,dp)> u E LP(B; E, d,u), 
ifsE(--co,01 andpE(1, co). 
By virtue of Theorem (2.10), we see that the differential operator D is a 
bounded linear map from D;(E) into DE(H* BE) for any p E (1, co). But 
we have the following (see Kree [6], Meyer [ 121, or Sugita [14] for the 
proof ). 
(2.11) THEOREM. The bounded linear operator D from D;(E) into 
Di(H* @ E) can be extended (or restricted) to a bounded linear operator 
from D;(E) into D:-‘(H*@E)for any se[w andpE(1, co). 
Therefore the dual operator D* of D is a bounded linear operator from 
D%(H@ E) into D;-‘(E) for any SE R and pi (1, co). Let I”: H* --, H be 
a isometric map given by (z+, h)H = H*( U, h),, h E H. Then we have 
(2.12) 9= -+D*l,D. 
By virtue of Stein’s result [16], we have the following. 
(2.13) LEMMA. (1) For any s, S’E R, p, p’~ (1, co), and 6e (0, l), 
(D;,“(E), D;:“‘(E))ro, = D;,‘(E). 
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Here ( , )csI denotes the interpolation of Banach space by complex method, 
t=(l-B)s+&‘, and l/q=(l-tI)/p+B/p’. 
(2) Let SE [0, l] and p, q, r E (1, co) with l/r= l/p+ l/q. Then if 
f~ D$“(E,) and g E Dt,“(E,), f@ g E Df,“(E, @ E,). Moreover, there is a 
constant C< 00 such that 
(2.14) 
for any f~ D,A,“(E,) and g E Dt,“(E,). In particular, n 1 < p < ~ D,“,“(R) is an 
algebra. 
(3) Let SE[O, co) and p,q,r~(l, 00) with l/r=l/p+l/q. Then if 
f~ Di(E,) and gE D:(E,), f@ gE D”,(E, @E,). Moreover, there is a 
constant C< co such that 
(2.14) 
for any feDi and gED”,(E,). In particular, n,,,,,D;(R) is an 
algebra. 
The proof is the same as the proof of Lemma (2.10) in [lo]. 
Also we can show the following. 
(2.15) THEOREM. Let u: B + R be a measurable function satisfying that 
(u(z+ h)-u(z)1 d IIAP1’2hllt, for any z E B and h E H. 
Then we have 
(i) uEn,<p<m D,A3’(R), and 
(ii) I~A”*Du(z)II~< 1, p-a.e. z. 
The proof is similar to Theorem 4.2 in [S]. 
3. CAPACITIES AND QUSI-CONTINUITY 
In this section, we think of the general theory of capacity for later use. 
Let X be a separable metric space and let 9(X) denote the set of all subsets 
of x. 
(3.1) DEFINITION. We call a function a: 9(X) + [0, co) a finite capacity 
on X if the following are satisfied. 
(1) 44)=0. 
(2) LX(A) d U(B) for any A, BE P(X) with A c B. 
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(3) a(A,uA,)~a(A,)+a(A,) for any A,,A,EP(X). 
(4) For any A E 9(X), E(A) = inf{a(G); A c G, G is a open set in X). 
(5) There is a sequence {K,}~=, of compact sets in X such that 
a(X\K,)+O as n+co. 
We denote by %?&‘P(X) the set of finite capacities on X. 
Then the following is easy. 
(3.2) PROPOSITION. (1) Fur any a30 and NEW&P(X), a.aE 
GfTd9yX). 
(2) Zf a, E%&Y(X), n 2 1, and C,“=, a,(X) < co, then C,“=, a, E 
%%d9yX). 
(3) ZfaE%?&‘P(X) and A EsP(X), then a(A n .) E%??~CJ’(X). 
We introduce several notions in the following. 
(3.3) DEFINITION. Let a E %&P(X). 
(1) We say that an element A E S(X) is a-quasi-closed, if there is a 
sequence {K,);= I of compact sets in X such that K, c A, n 2 1, and 
a(A\K,) 3 0, 12 -+ 00. 
(2) We say that an element A E Y(X) is a-quasi-open if X\A is 
a-quasi-closed. 
(3) Let A E P(X) and A4 be a separable metric space. We say that a 
map f: A -+ A4 is a-quasi-continuous if for any E > 0 and a compact set K 
in X with Kc A, there is a compact set K’ with K’ c K such that 
j-1 K,: K’ -+ M is continuous and a(K\K’) < E. 
(4) Let A E P(X), A4 be a metric space, and f and g be maps from X 
into M. We say that f(z) = g(z) for a - q.e. z E A if a( {z E A; f(z) # g(z)}) 
= 0. 
Then we have the following. 
(3.4) PROPOSITION. Let a E W.EI.??( X) and M be a separable metric space. 
(1) Any closed set in X is a-quasi-closed. 
(2) Zf A, and A, are a-quasi-closed, then Al u A, and A, n A, are also 
a-quasi-closed. 
(3) Let A be an a-quasi-closed set. Then a map f: A -+ M is a-quasi- 
continuous if and only if there is a sequence {K,} ,“= , of compact sets such 
that K, c A, n > 1, a(A\K,,) -+ 0, n + co, andf JK,: K, + M is continuous for 
each n 2 1. 
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(4) If A is an a-quasi-closed set and f: A -+ M is a-quasi-continuous, 
then f ~ l(C) is a-quasi-closed for any closed set C in M. 
(5) Zf A is an a-quasi-closed set, then there is an a-quasi-continuous 
mapf:X-+R such that A-f-‘(CO, co)). 
Proof. The assertions (1 ), (2), (3), and (4) are obvious. So we prove the 
assertion (5) only. Let {K,)z= , b e a nondecreasing sequence of compact 
sets in X such that K, c A and a(A\K,) < l/n, n B 1. Then by (4) in Defini- 
tion (3.1), we see that for each n > 1, there is an open set Gh in X such that 
A\K, c G:, and a(Gi) $2/n. Let G, = (X\K,) n (n;= 1 Gb), n > 1. Then 
{G,},“= 1 is a nonincreasing sequence of open sets in X such that K,, c 
X\G,, A n (X\G,) = K,,, and a(G,) d 2/n. 
Since X\G, can be regarded as a metric space, there is a continuous 
function g,:X\G, +(-co,01 such that g;l((0))=K,. Now suppose 
that there is a continuous function g,: X\G, -+ ( - co, 0] such that 
s,‘(P))=Kw Let s:,: (X\G,) u K, + 1 be given by g:(x)= g,,(x), 
XEX\G,, andgL(x)=O, XEK,,,,. Then g; is well-defined and continuous. 
Since (X\G,) u K,, 1 is closed, there is a continuous function 
s:: X\Gn+ I -+ (-~,Ol such that d’lcx,c,,uKn+, =g;. Let gn+r(x)= 
g:(x) - dis(x, (X\G,) u K,+ r), x E X\G, + , Then we see that g, + , : 
X\G, + I j(-co,0]iscontinuous,g,+,l,,,“=gg,,andg,-:,((O})=K,+,. 
Therefore we see that there is a sequence of functions { g,}F= I such that g, 
a continuous function defined in X\G, into (-co, 01, gn+ 1 Jx,c,, = g,, 
and g;‘({O})=K, for all nal. Let f:X+R be given by f(x)= 
g,(x)> x E X\Gm n>l, f(x)=O, x~An(n;=,G,), and f(x)= -1, 
x E (nz= 1 G,)\A. Then it is obvious that f is well-defined and a-quasi- 
continuous, and f-‘( [0, co)) = A. This proves the assertion. 
(3.5) DEFINITION. We define an order relation < in %&P(X) by the 
following. 
a d j? if a(A,) -+ 0 as n + co for any decreasing sequence {A,, >r= 1 in 
9”(X) such that j3(An) -+ 0, n -+ co. 
Then the following is easy. 
(3.6) PROPOSITION. (1) Let a, p E %7&9(X) with a < fl. Then any 
/?-quasi-closed set is a-quasi-closed, any /?-quasi-open set is a-quasi-open, and 
any /3-quasi-continuous map is a-quasi-continuous. 
(2) Let a,E@&‘Y(X), n = 1,2, . . . . with C,“=, a,(X) < co. Let a= 
C,“= 1 a,. Then we have the following. 
(i) For any {Ak}p= 1 cY(X), a(Ak) -+O, k + 00, zf and only zf 
a,(AJ + 0, k -+ co, for all n > 1. 
(ii) If B E U&??‘(X) and a, < /3 for all n > 1, then a d b. 
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(iii) A subset of X is a-quasi-closed tf and only tf it is cc,-quasi- 
closed for all n 3 1. Also, a map defined in a subset of X into a separable 
metric space is a-quasi-continuous tf and only tf it is cc.-quasi-continuous for 
all n> 1. 
(3.7) PROPOSITION. Let a, /I E %‘JzJY(X). Suppose that ~1, B satisfy the 
following: $G,, G, are open sets in X such that G, c G2 and /?(G,) = /?(G2), 
then a(G,)=cr(G,). Then tf U, and U, are x-quasi-open sets with U1 c U, 
and B( U,\U,) = 0, then CI( U,) = a( U,). 
Proof Since U, and Uz are a-quasi-open, there are cc-quasi-continuous 
maps p,:X+R, i=l,2, such that Uj={p,>O}. We may assume that 
p, < p2. So there is a sequence of compact sets {K,};= 1 in X such that 
PilK,, i= 1,2, are continuous, n 3 1, and c((X\K,) -+ 0, n--t co. Note 
that (X\K,,) u U, and (X\K,) u U, are open, and 
P(W\KJu U,)GB(u-\KJ u Ul) +B(u,\ul) =B(WWn)” U,). 
Therefore we have cx( (A’\&) u U,) = a((X\K,) u U,), n B 1. 
Then we see that 
@(U*) d 4(X\KJ ” U,) = dW\KJ u U,) 
G a( u, I+ 4x\KJ + a( u, ) as n-+co. 
This completes the proof. 
(3.8) DEFINITION. We say that an CI E %&‘9(X) is countably dominated 
if ci satisfies 
for any {A,},“= 1c P(X). 
Then we have the following. 
(3.9) PROPOSITION. Let cx E ‘%‘&‘Y(X) and M be a separable metric space. 
Suppose that CI is countably dominated. Then we have the following. 
(1) Let U,, n = 1, 2, . . . . be z-quasi-open sets. Then uEEE 1 U, and 
U, n U, are u-quasi-open. Moreover, tf K is a compact set contained in 
U,“=, U,,, then c((K\(IJi=, U,))+O as n+ 00. 
(2) If U is an cr-quasi-open set and f: U + M is a-quasi-continuous, 
then f ~ l(G) is cr-quasi-open for any open set G in M. 
(3) Let U be an a-quasi-open set and f be a map from U into M. If 
,f-‘(G) is cr-quasi-open for any open set G in M, then f is cr-quasi-continuous. 
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(4) Let U,, n > 1, be cc-quasi-open set and let U = U ,“= 1 U,,. If f is 
a map from U into M and f ( “,: U,, + A4 are x-quasi-continuous, then f is 
fx-quasi-continuous. 
Proof. (1) Obvious. 
(2) Since X\A is cc-quasi-closed, by Proposition (4.5)(4) there is an 
a-quasi-continuous function cp: X -+ IR such that A=cp-‘((0, co)). Let G 
be an open set in M. For each n > 1, let B,= cp-‘(( - co, l/n]) u 
{XE cp--‘( [ l/n, co));f(x) E M\G}. Then it is easy to see that B, is 
quasi-closed and B, = cp(( - 00, l/n]) u f-‘(M\G). Therefore we see that 
Xlf- l(G) = n n B, is a-quasi-closed, and so f- ‘(G) is a-quasi-open. This 
proves the assertion (2). 
(3) Let {G,)~zl b e an open basis on M and E > 0. Since (X\U) u 
f-‘(M\G,) = x\.f-‘(GA is quasi-closed, there is a compact set K,, such 
that K,, c (X\U) u f-‘(M\G,) and M(((X\U) u f-‘(M\G,))\K,) < ~2~” -l. 
So there is a compact set i?,, such that ((X\U) u f ~ ‘(M\G,))\K, c X\g-, 
and cr(X\R,)<~2~“. Then ((X\U)U~~‘(M\G,))~R,=K,~~~. 
Let K be a compact set with Kc U. Let k= Kn (nj?=, &). Then 
f 1 x ‘(M\G,) = K, n K, n 3 1, and so f) w is continuous. Also a(K\E) < E. 
This proves the assertion (3). 
(4) The assertion (4) follows from (3). 
Now we give several examples of finite capacities on an abstract Wiener 
space (P, K B). 
(3.10) EXAMPLE (Outer Measure p). For any subset C of B, let 
j(C) = inf{ fl( G); G is an open set in B and C c G}. 
Then b E %?dP(B) and is countably dominated. The notions of 
p-measurable sets, j&quasi-closed sets, and ,&quasi-open sets are equiva- 
lent. Also, the notions of p-measurable maps and j&quasi-continuous maps 
are equivalent. 
(3.11) EXAMPLE. We use the notions in Section 2. For each s E (0, co) 
and pE(1, co), let 
C$(G)=inf{ Ilull+; ueD$“(R), u(z)> 1 p-a.e. ZEG} 
for any open set G in B, and 
C&,(C) = inf{ C&(G); G is an open set in B and Cc G} 
for any subset C in B. 
580/98/l-10 
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By Fukushima and Kaneko [4], we see that C$,E%&P(B) and is 
countably dominated. We denote by C,,, the finite capacity C& when 
A = (l/2)1,. 
(3.12) EXAMPLE. We define a countably dominated finite capacity C, 
on B by C, = C,“= 1 2-” . C,,,. 
(3.13) EXAMPLE. For any s~(0, co), p~(l, GO), we define 
Cap,T&G) =inf{ I/U/[&~,); UEDZ-(R), u(z) B 1, p--a.e. ZE G} 
for each open set G in B, and 
CapzS(C)=inf(Cap;S(G); CcG, Gisopen} 
for any subset C in B. 
Then CapTS is a finite capacity on B (see the argument in Fukushima 
and Kaneko [4]). 
We define a finite capacity Cap” on B by 
Cap”= f Cap$. 
n-1 
(3.14) EXAMPLE. We define 
Cap”(A) = inf 
1 
f Cap”(G,); G,‘s are open sets and A c c G, , 
n=l n = 1 I 
for any subset A in B. 
Then Cap” E Cap(B) and is countably dominated. Also Cap” B Cap”. 
(3.15) EXAMPLE. For each r > 0, we define a finite capacity CI, by 
a,(G) = Cap”(G + B,) 
for any open subset G of B, and 
E,(C) = inf{a,(G); G is an open set with Cc G} 
for any subset C of B. Here B, = (h E H, llhllH f r}. 
We also define a finite capacity tl, by CI, = C,“= 1 2 Pn . ~1, 
(3.16) PROPOSITION. For any u E Dz _ (E), there is a Cap”-quasi- 
continuous map ii: B -+ E such that u(z) = ii(z) p - a.e. z. 
ProoJ There is a sequence {~“j;~ 1 of continuous maps from B into E 
such that U, E Dz _ (E) and /Iu - u, 1) D;,(EJ d 4-“- ‘. Note that llSl[ r,;(Ej d 
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Ilf II D’(E) for any LED;, if s 6 t and p < q. Therefore we have 
IIU n+;-~,~~,,;,(EJ~2-n. Let fn=4”~ll~,+l-~,ll~. Then we see that 
f,: B+ [w is continuous, ~,ED:~(R), and Cycl IlfIID;~R~ < 00 for any 
nal. Let G,=U;Zn{fk>l}. Then IIu~+~-u~II~<~~~, kan, for any 
z E B\G,. Also Capi:; d (I,“=, ll.fk II ,,zcR,)m -+ 0 as n ---, 00. Let 
if ZEUF=~ (B\G,) 
otherwise. 
Then it is easy to see that ii is Cap”-quasi-continuous and U(Z) = 
ii(z) p - a.e. z. 
(3.17) THEOREM. Let S be a compact linear operator in H and p,,: B + 
[0, co), n >, 1, be Cap”-quasi-continuous functions. Let f: B x H + E be a 
measurable map satisfying the following. 
6) f(.,o)~DZ-tEh 
(ii) f(z, h) =f(z + h, 0) u - a.e. z for each h E H, and 
(iii) Ilf(z,h)-f(z,k)ll.~p,(z) IIW-k)ll, for any ZEB, h,kEK 
with llhllH+ llkllHd2n. 
Then there is an ~1, -quasi-continuous map g: B -+ E such that g(z) = f(z, 0) 
p - a.e. z. 
We prove this theorem in several steps. 
Step 1. We fix n> 1 up to Step 2. We may assume Ilf(z, h)ll,< 1, 
because it is sufticient to show the same statement tof(z, h)( I+ 1) f(z, h)ll$). 
Let {e,}z= , be a complete orthonormal basis such that {em}:= 1 c B*. 
We may assume that the Banach space B is a Hilbert space such that 
{m .e,,,}zZl is a complete orthonormal basis in B. Let p,,,(z) = 
2 A (p,(z)/m), m > 1. Let v be a mean zero Gaussian measure on H 
whose support is the whole space H. Let F: B + L’(H; E, dv) be given 
by &)(h) =f(z, h), z E 4 h E H. Then it is easy to see that 
FED~-(L’(H; E, dv)). By Proposition (3.13), we see that there are 
Cap “-suasi-continuous maps F: B + L2( H; E, dv) and fO: B -+ E such that 
F(z) = F(z) and fO(z) =f(z, 0) p - a.e. z. 
Step 2. Let A: H -+ H be a selfadjoint operator such that the domain 
of the operator A is (he H; C,“=, m2(em, h)2,< co} and Ae, = m .e,, 
m 2 1. Then we see that P$: B + E is continuous, if t > 0 and u: B + E is 
bounded measurable. 
Now we will prove the following. 
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(3.18) PROPOSITION. There is a sequence { tk > F=, of positive numbers 
converging to zero such that for any E > 0, there is a compact set K,,, in B 
such that 
(i) p,,JK,,, and FI K,,, are continuous, 
(ii) P{p,,,(z) + pn,,,(z), and PcF(z) --f F(z) uniformZy for z E K,,,, 
and m = 1, 2, . . . . as 1+ co, and 
(iii) Capuo(B\K,,,) < E. 
ProoJ Since pn is Cap”-quasi-continuous, there are compact sets K,, 
I= 1, 2, . ..) in B such that P,,[~,; K, -+ E is continuous and Cap”( B\K,) < 
2-’ for each 121. Then there is a ~,ED~~(R) such that O<t,<l, 
i”r(z)> 1, ZEB\K,, and l15111D~~R~ -rO as l-+ac, for any p>2. Taking a 
subsequence if necessary, we m;y assume that C,“=, 8’ 115, //D;cwJ < co. 
For each 12 1, there is a bounded continuous map vl: B -+ E such that 
B~I~,=P~I~,. Let ~l/,~= 2 A (q,/m). Then we have 
0 d I P,,, - VI,, I G 2 51, m= 1,2, . . . . 12 1. 
So we have 
Note that for any ueDz_(IW) 
~“V’:‘4(4@, , . . . . h,) = Pf(D”u( .)(eVrAh,, . . . . eerAhm))(z). 
So we have JIDmP;4~IILPcB;Hl~moE;d~) ,< ((Pu/(~~(~;~*B~~~~. Therefore we 
see that there is a decreasing sequence { tr}r”, , of positive numbers 
converging to zero such that 
Let 4=Lc<, 8’IP~+,5k-P~5k12+C~=, 8k /tk12. Then we see that 
< E D z _ (iw ) and that there is a constant C > 0 such that Ck ~, 2’ lpt <,Jz)l < 
c-t(~)“~p-a.e.z. Let G,= {zEB; SU~{~~~,~~~~P~~~,~(Z)-P~~~,~(Z)~; 
m>l}>r}, r=l,2 ,.... Then G, is an open set and t(z) $ (r/C)* ,u - a.e. 
z E G,. Therefore we have Cap”(G,) -+ 0 as r---f co. If z E B\G,, then 
IPG P,,&)-P~II~,~(z)I Gr.2-‘, l=k, k+ 1, ki-2, . . . 
for any k, m > 1. Since Pf~~,,,(z) + ~~,~(z), I+ co, uniformly for z E Kk, we 
see that P{ p,,,(z) + pn+(z), 1 --f co, uniformly for ZE Kke (B\G,) and 
m = 1, 2, . . . The similar argument works for F. This implies our assertion. 
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Step 3. Note that 
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s I(P:m)(w - (P:‘fo)(z + h)l v(dh) IIhlIHG n 
=J’ IJ /@w){f,(e-~Az+(l -e-2’A,1’2 w+h) IlhllH<n B 
-fo(eCrA(z + h) + (1 - eP2’A,1’2 w)} v(&) 
< I Il4f/~n v(d) j p(dw)(2 A pn(eCfAz + (1 - eP2*A,1’2 w) B 
x llUH-e-‘A) WIH) 
6 P:‘Pn,m(Z) if jI(Z,-e-‘A)SII, <t. 
Since II(JH-e-‘A)SII,+O as tJ0, we see that Ptf,(z+ .)-F(z)(.) in 
L2(B,; E, dv) as l-+ cc uniformly for ZE K,,,. 
Now observe that IlPt f,(z + h) - P,,fO(z + k)ll Ed P; p,,,(z) for any 
h, kEH with ljhll + Ilk(l <2n and IlS(h-k)(l,< l/m. Let B, be a metric 
space with a metric d(h, k) = jlS(h - k)ll H, h, k E B,. Then B, is a compact 
metric space. So we see that for any E > 0 and {z,}p’= I c K,,, such that 
{P;:fo(z,+ .)>,ou=, c ‘7&z; El is uniformly bounded and equi-continuous. 
Moreover, if z[ + z,, Pt fo(zl + .) -+ F(z,)( .), 1 -+ 00, in L2(B,; E, dv), 
and so we see that P{ fO(z, + h) converges as 1 ---f cc uniformly for h E B,. 
By the proof and the diagonal argument, we may take the sequence 
{ tr} ;“= i independently from IZ b 1. Let g: B + E be given by 
lh+ oo -JJt h(z) 
g(z)= o 
{ 
if this limit exists 
otherwise. 
Then we see that P;;‘f,(z) converges t g(z) uniformly for z E K,,, + B,, 
n3 1, and E>O. so &,,,+& is continuous. It is easy to see that 
%(B\(K,, + &)I f Wm(~\K,,) < 8. 
Therefore g is cr,-quasi-continuous. It is obvious that g(z) =f(z, 0) 
p - a.e. z. 
This completes the proof. 
4. MULTIPLE WIENER INTEGRAL AND SOME ESTIMATES 
Let (p, H, B) be an abstract Wiener space. Let H* 8n, n 2 1, denote 
H*@H*@;.. OH*. We use the convention that H* @’ = R. 
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Let H,(x) = ( - 1)“. exp(x*/2) . (d/dx)” (exp( -x*/2)), x E R, n 2 0. 
Then the following is well known. 
(4.1) PROPOSITION. (1) C,“=, (s”/n!)H,(x)=exp(sc--*/2), s, CER. 
(2) JR H,(x) H,(x) y,(dx) = 6,,n! for n, m > 0. Here y,(dx) = 
(27~)“~ exp( -x2/2) dx. 
(3) H,(ax+(1-a2)1’2y)=~~~~(;:)ak(l-~2)~”-k~’2H~(~)H,~k(y) 
for aE[-l,l], x, yE[W, 1220. 
In particular, 
s 
H,(ax+(l -a’)“‘y)y,(dy)=a”.H,(x). 
w 
Let YR: H*@“+ H*@” be a bounded linear map given by 
,4P,(k,Qk2Q ... Ok,,) 
=$ c k,,,,Ok,,,,O ... Ok,,,,, k,, . . . . k,EH*. 
. OES” 
Here S, is a set of permutations of { 1, . . . . n}. We denote by Z?* @!n the 
closed linear subspace of H* @” given by I?* @n= {KE H* @“‘; YnK= K}. 
Take a complete orthonormal basis {e,):= , in H and fix it for a while. 
For each CI = (aI, c(*, . ..) E (0, 1, 2, . ..} N with lcll = a, +cc, ... < co, we define 
an element H(,)(z) E L*(B; R, dp) by 
H(,)(z) = fi H,,((z, e,);;). 
i=l 
Let (i ) = (0, 0, . . . . 0, li, o,o, . ..)E (0, 1,2, . ..}“. 
Now let E be a separable real Hilbert space. Then for each n 80 and 
KE H*@“@ E, we define an element :K(z): in L*(B; E, dp) by 
:K(z): = f HCZ;=, Cjk>j(z). H.Bn(K, e,, 0 ... Oein),mn. 
il. . . . . in= 1 
Then it is well known that :K(z): is independent of the choice of the 
complete orthonormal basis {el}z, and that the following hold. 
(4.2) PROPOSITION. (1) :K(z): = :(xK)(z): p - a.e. z for any K E 
H*@“@E. 
(2) For any K,Efi*@“@E and K2Efi*@“@E, 
s 
(:K,(z):, :K2(z):)Ep(dz)=6,m.n! .(K,, K2)+anmE. 
B 
(3) L2(B; E, dp)=C,“=,@ {:K(z):; K&*@“@E}. 
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Now let T be a symmetric bounded linear operator in H with (I TII o. < 1. 
Then S = (I, - T2)li2 is also a symmetric bounded linear operator in H. It 
is obvious that the probability law in B given by T(z) + s(w) under 
y(dz) 0 I is again equal to ,LL. Thus we can define :K( F(z) + s(w)): ,D 0 
p--a.e. (z, w) for KEI?*@“@E. 
Then we have the following. 
(4.3) LEMMA. For any KE Z?* @“@ E, 
s :K(F(z) + s(w)): p(dw) = :(K( T@ T@ . . . @ T))(z):, p - a.e. z. B 
From this lemma and the results in Section 2, we have the following. 
(4.4) THEOREM. (1) For any bounded measurable map f: B -+ E, n 2 1 
and t>O, 
D”P,f(z)(K)=ay-jB:(K,.),,c.(z): 
.f(e-“*z+ (1 -e-‘)w) p(dw), p - a.e. z. 
Here a, = eet/*( 1 - ec’)-1/2, KE Ho”, and we regard (K, .)Hmn as an element 
of H*@“. 
(2) For any n > 1, a bounded measurable map f: B * H@’ @E and 
t > 0, 
(D*)“f(z)=(l-ePr))“/* jB:(f(eC”2z+(1-eP’)1/2w),.)HO” 
((1-e-f)1’2z-ee-“2w):~(dw) 
for p - a.e. z. 
(4.5) Remark. (eP”*z+ (1 -ePr)“* w) and ((1 -e-t)1’2z-ee”2w) are 
independent under p(dz)@p(dw). Thus :(f(ep”*z+ (1 -ep’)“* w), .)H~n 
((1 -epr)1/2z-ee-‘12 w): is well-defined for .U @ p - a.e. (z, w). 
(4.6) LEMMA. 
s Il:K(z):l($(dz)< (p- l)pn’2 (n!)pi2 llKllH*~~~~ B 
for anypE(2, 00) and KEfi*@“@E. 
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In particular, there are positive constants C, and y,, for each n 2 1 such 
that 
I exp(y, . II X(z):/1 y) Adz) < C, B 
for any KEI?*@~@E with IIKIJ,*B~~~< 1. 
Proof: Note that P,(:K( .):) = e-“’ . :K( .):. Therefore by the hyper- 
contractivity of {P,} , > 0, if t=(1/2).log(p-1), then 
II :K( . ): II L"(B;E.&) 
=e n" IIP,(:K(.):)IILP(B;E,d~) 
den’ lIPA ll:K( .):llE)ll Lp~s~R,dp~ 
~~n’ll~II:~~~~:IIE~lI~~~B~IW,d~~ 
= (p - 1),12 (n!)‘j2 JIKl’/I H*@"OE 
for any KEH*@*@E. 
This proves the first assertion. The second assertion is an easy conse- 
quence of the first assertion. 
The following is an easy consequence of Theorem (4.4) and Jensen’s 
inequality. 
(4.7) LEMMA. Let cp: [0, co) -+ [0, co) be a convex increasing function. 
Then 
i ~((1 -e-r)n’2 II( p,g(z)ll.) Adz) B 
< I cp(llMz), .)M” (~):Ild Adz) P(~w) BXB 
for any measurable map g: B --f H@” @ E. 
Since the function t + exp(t”), c1> 0, is increasing and convex for 
sufficiently large t, we have the following. 
(4.8) THEOREM. For each n > 0, there are positive constants y,, and C, 
such that 
s exp(y,(l -e-Y II( P,&)ll2,/“) ddz)d G B 
for any t > 0 and a measurable map g: B -+ H@“Q E such that 
I/ .&)ll H@“@gE< 1.
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The following will play an important role in the forthcoming paper. 
(4.9) THEOREM. Suppose that u: B -+ R be a measurable map such that 
(4.10) 142 + h) - u(z)1 d IlhllH 
for all z E B and h E H. Then we have the following. 
(1) UE nl<p<m LP(B; R 4). 
(2) p(lu(z) - is u dpl > s) < 2 .jF (2x)-‘/’ exp( -r2/2) dz for any 
s > 0. 
(3) /*(~~(z)-P~u(z)~~2(1-e-“~)“~~)~4~~~(2n)~”~exp(-~~/2)ds 
for any s, t > 0. 
Proof Step 1. We assume that u is bounded. Let P be a probability 
measure on C( [0, 11; B) such that 
and 
P[w(O) = 0) = 1 
= fi p((t;- ti&1)-“2 Ai) 
i= 1 
for any n31, O=t,<t,< ... <t,<l, and Bore1 sets Aj, i=l,...,n, in B. 
The existence of such a probability P is guaranteed by Kolmogorov’s 
theorem as usual Brownian motion. Let & be a a-algebra on C( [0, 11; B) 
given by $= o(w(s); s 6 t}. Then (w(t), P(dw), {e},, c0, 1,) is a Brownian 
motion on B. 
Let M,=EP[u(w(l)) 1 R], te [0, 11. Then {Mt}ltco,I, is a e-mar- 
tingale with continuous path. Let r(t) = -log t, t E (0, 11. Then we see that 
(4.11) M, = 
s 
u(w(t) + (1 - t)“’ w) p(dw) = P,C,ju(e”‘)‘2w(t)). 
B 
By easy computation we have 
CM), = ji IIP,,,, Du(eT’s”2w(s))llf,e ds, tE [O, 11. 
Therefore we have 
(4.12) P[IM,-M,I>,(1-t)1’2s] 
62. s sG (2rc)1’2exp(-g)dr, t E (0, 11. 
Letting t -+ co, we have the inequality (2). 
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Step 2. Note that the probability laws of (w(l), eT(‘)‘*w(t)) under 
P(dw), (e- 7wz + (1 _ e --SW) l/2 w, z) under p(dz)O I, and (z, e ~r(rM2~ + 
(1 _ e-Tw)‘/2 w) under ,u(dz)@p(dw) are the same. Moreover, P,u, z > 0, 
is bounded and satisfies (4.10) also. Therefore by (4.11) and (4.12) we have 
<2. 
s 
m (2x)-‘j2exp 
3 
and 
62. 
s 
sm (2n)-‘12 exp (-c) dx 
for any s>O and z>O. 
These imply the assertion 3. 
Step 3. Now let us think of unbounded function U. Let U, = 
(-n) v (U A n) and let a,, = Se U, dp. Then we see that 
62. 
s 
by (27~) - ‘I2 exp (- g) dz, s > 0. 
This implies that {a,},, I is bounded, and so u E n I <p< m LP(B; R, dp). 
Then we see that a,, + Se u dp, II + co. So applying the inequalities (2) and 
(3) for U, and letting n + co, we obtain (2) and (3) for U. 
This completes the proof. 
5. LOCAL VERSION OF SOBOLEV SPACES AND ITO-RAMER INTEGRAL 
(5.1) DEFINITION. We say that a subset U of B is IV’-admissible, if for 
any finite dimensional vector subspace K, there is a measurable set U, such 
that 
(i) UKc U, 
(ii) ,G( U\U,) = 0, and 
(iii) (k~K;z+k~ U,} is open in K for any z E B. 
(5.2) DEFINITION. We say that c1 is a good capacity on an abstract 
Wiener space (p, H, B), if 
(1) UE%?&‘~‘(B), 
(2) $<a, and 
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(3) if K is a finite dimensional vector subspace of H, C is a bounded 
set in K, and cc(A,) --f 0, n -+ c;o, for a sequence {A,}:= r of subsets of B, 
then a(A,+C)+O as n-+oo. 
The following two propositions are easy. 
(5.3) PROPOSITION. C,, Cap”, Cap”, and a, are good capacities on 
(P, H, B). 
(5.4) PROPOSITION. If c( is a good capacity on (p, H, B), then an cc-quasi- 
open set is WI-admissible. 
(5.5) Remark. We denote by Co,(H) the set of all Cap”-quasi-open 
sets. 
(5.6) DEFINITION. Let U be a W’-admissible set and E be a separable 
Hilbert space. We say that f E W ‘( U; E) if 
(1) f is a p-measurable map from U into E; 
(2) for each h E H, h # 0, there are a measurable set U,, and a 
measurable map yh : U, + E such that 
6) U,~u,,ii(U\U,)=O, 
(ii) yJz)=f(z) p-a.e. ZE U,, 
(iii) VZ= {tE[W;z+thEU,,} is open in R for any zEB, and 
(iv) yh(z + th) is absolutely continuous in t E Vz for any z E B; and 
(3) there is a measurable map Of: U + Y?(E) such that 
P 
(1 
z~U;z+th~U, 
II 
f(f(z+th)-f(z))-Df(z)h -+O 
as t-+0 for any hEH and EBO. 
(5.7) DEFINITION. Let U be a W’-admissible set and E be a separable 
Hilbert space. We say that f belongs to 9(1?, U; H @ E) if 
(1) YE W’(U; HOE), and 
(2) there is a measurable map af: U -+ E such that for any 
{Pn},“_ r c Y(H; H) with P, T ZH and E > 0 
fi({zEu; ~~a~~z~~~~P~z~f~Z~~~~fraCeHDf~Z~P~~~~E~E~~--ro 
as n+co. 
The following is well-known (see [lo], for example). 
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(5.8) PROPOSITION. D;(H@E)c W’(B; HOE) for any SE [l, oo), 
p E (1, co), and 8f(z) = D*f(z) p -ax. z. 
(5.9) LEMMA. For any compact sets K,, K, in B with K, n K, = 4, there 
areE>OandcpED~~(R)such thatO<cp<l,cpiscontinuousand 
if dis,(z, K,) < E 
if dis,(z, K,) < E. 
Proof: There is a continuous function II/: B -+ [0, 11 such that t/(z) = 0, 
ZE&, and $(z) = 1, z E K,. Then we see that P,$(z) + $(z), t 10, 
uniformly for ZEK~UK~. Let gECm(lR;R) suchd that OQgbl, g(t)=O, 
t < l/3, and g(t) = 1, t > 2/3. Take a sufficiently small t, E > 0, and let 
q(z) = g(P,ll/(z)), z E B. Then we have our assertion. 
(5.10) LEMMA. Let UE Q,(H) and M,, n = 1, . . . . N, be separable metric 
spaces. Assume that f,: U + M,, n = 1, . . . . N, are Cap”-quasi-continuous. 
Then for any compact set K with Kc U and E > 0, there are cp E Dz ~ (R) 
and a compact set K’ c U such that 
(i) O<cp<l,cp(z)=O,z~B\K’, 
(ii) cp is Cap”-quasi-continuous, 
(iii) fnIKz: K’ + M,, n = 1, . . . . N, are continuous, and 
(iv) Cap”(K\{q(z) = 1)) < E. 
ProoJ: Let A4 = n,“=, M, and f = n,“=, f,: U -+ M. Then f is Cap”- 
quasi-continuous. Since UE oa(H), there is a Cap”-quasi-continuous func- 
tion p: B + R such that U = { p > 0). Then there are compact sets K,, in B 
such that pi K” is continuous and Cap”(B\K,) --) 0 as n -+ co. So there is a 
U, E Dz- (W) such that u,(z) 3 1 on B\K, and 11~4, /IDS~Rj -+ 0 as n --f co for 
any s, p E (1, co). By Proposition (3.13), there is a Ca?p”-quasi-continuous 
map ii,: B -+ R such that ii,, = U, p - a.e. z. Then V, = {iin < 1 > n (B\K,) is 
Cap”-quasi-open and p( V,,) = 0. So by Proposition (3.7), Cap”( V,) = 0. 
Therefore E,(z) 2 1 Cap” - q.e. z E B\K,. So we may assume that u, is 
Cap”-quasi-continuous. 
Let 6, = min{ p(z); z E Kn K,,}. Then 6, > 0. Since (p B 6,/2j n K,, is 
compact, there is a compact set KL c U such that f) KL: K:, + M is con- 
tinuous and Cap”(({p >6,/2} n K,)\KA) <2-‘-‘. Then there is an open 
set G, in B such that ({p 3 6,/2) n K,)\K:, c G, and Cap”(G,) 6 2 pn. So 
there are u,ED~~(R) such that u, is Cap”-quasi-continuous, v,(z) 2 1, 
ZEG,, and llt,II,;~,~ -0 as n-co for any s,p~(l, co). 
Let gEC”(R) be such that Odg61, g(t)=l, t<1/2, g(t)=O, t>3/4. 
By Lemma (5.9), there is a $,ED~_(R) and a,>0 such that O<l(/,< 1, 
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tin(z) = 0, dis,(z, {p 6 6,/2} n K,) -c a,, and $Jz) = 1, dis,(z, (p 2 S,} n 
K,) < a,. Let q,(z) = $,dz). dun(z)) g(W)). Then (P,, E Dz -(RI, and 0 d 
(Pi < 1. Also we see that 
K\{cp,= 11 c {%> l/2) and q,(z) = 0, z E B\K:,. 
This completes the proof. 
. (5.11) DEFINITION. For any p E (1, co], U E 0,(H), and a separable 
Hilbert space E, we say that f: U--f E belongs to 9Pb,10c( U, E) if for any 
E > 0 and a compact set K with Kc ZJ, there is a cp E D “, ~ (R) such that 
(1) cp is Cap”-quasi-continuous, 
(2) 06cpdl,cp(z)=O,z~B\U, 
(3) c~f~Djt?(E), and 
(4) Cap”W\{dz)= llW&. 
(5.12) PROPOSITION. (1) For any p~(1, 001 and UEO,(H), 
gpp,loc( U, E) c W’( U; E). Moreover, Df E 9,&U; H* @E), for any 
f~ ~p,du; El. 
(2) For any PE(L al and UE G(H), ~p,,,,(U; HOE) c 
9(a, U; HOE). Moreover, af E 9p,,oc( U; E), for any ,f E L&J U; H@ E). 
Proof. Because the proofs are similar, we prove (2) only. Since 
UE O,(H), there is a Cap”-quasi-continuous function p: B + [w such that 
U= {p>O}. Let K,, n= 1, 2, . . . . be compact sets in B such that K,, c 
{pan-‘} and Cap”({panP’}\K,}<2-“. Then there is a ~,EDE-(R) 
such that (Pi is Cap”-quasi-continuous, 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
and 
(5.15) 
cp,(z) = 0, z E B\U, 
c~nf~D;(ffOE) 
Capm(K,\{qn= 1})<2-“. 
Let gEC”(R) such that g(t)=l, t>2/3, and g(t)=O, t<1/3. Then 
g(tYtECbm(~). So g(cp,(.))f ED,“(HOE). 
Note that 
(PA g(cp,(z))f(z)),-trace,(D(g(cp,)f)(z))P, 
= g(cp,(z)){(P,z,f(z)),-trace,Df(z)P,} 
-g'(vn(z))w <Dv,(z)>f(z)),> p - a.e. z E U. 
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Since Cap”({pgm~‘}\{cp,>3/4))-,0, n+co, for any ~221, we see 
that f~ 9(a, U; HOE) and 
= Mcp,)f) + d((pn(Z))“’ <m,(z), .Nz)>,, p - a.e. z E U. 
Letg,EC~(R)suchthatg,(t)=l, t>6/7,andg,(t)=O, t<5/7.Thenwe 
have gdcp,) af= gdcp,) ~Mcp,)f) E D,“(E). Therefore afe ?-,,,,,(E). 
(5.16) LEMMA. Let UE B,(H) and E, E,, . . . . E, are separable Hilbert 
spaces. 
(1) Iff E 9t,,0c( U; E), there is a Cap”-quasi-continuous map 7: U + E 
such that y(z) = f (z) p - a.e. z. 
(2) Suppose that @: E, @ . . . BE,, -+ E is any times continuously 
Frechet differentiable. If f, E 9a,,0c( U; Ei), i = 1, . . . . n, then @(f,, . . . . f,) E 
9 0o.d u; ~9. 
Proof (1) Obvious from Definition (5.12) and Proposition (3.13). 
(2) Let gE Cm(R; R) such that g(t) = 0, t < l/3, and g(t) = 1, t > 2/3. 
Let E > 0 and K be a compact set with K E U. Then by the assertion (1 ), 
Definition (5.12), and Lemma (5.10) there are birds-, i=O, 1, . . . . n, 
such that cpi(z)=O, ZEB\U, i=O, l,..., n, cpjfjEDz_(R), i=l,..., n, 
suPE1=I ll%(z)fi(z)llE;; ZE B} <cc and Cap”(K\(fiz=, {(Pi= 1)))~s. 
Let cp(z)=nl=, g(cp,(z)). Then we see that CEDED and 
9 . @(fl ? . . . . f,) E D z ~ (E). This proves our assertion. 
(5.17) LEMMA. Let UO, U, E O,(H), and C be a Cap”-quasi-closed set 
with Cc U,. Suppose that f E 9r,,0c( U, n U, ; E) and f(z) = 0, z E (U, n 
U,)\C. Then if we let f: U, + E be given by f(z) = f(z), z E U, n U, , and 
Tk)=O, ZE U,\(Uon U,), then?E9p,loc(U1; E). 
Proof: From the assumption there are Cap”-quasi-continuous func- 
tions pi, i=O, 1,2, such that Ui= (pi>O}, i=O, 1, and C= {p2>O}. Let 
K be a compact set contained in U,. Then there are compact sets K, c U 
and (P,, E Dz _ (R) such that cp,, is Cap”-quasi-continuous, 0 < (P,, < 1, 
(PJz)=O, z~B\K,,,p~l~~ are continuous and Cap”(K\(~o,=1})62~“. 
Let 6, =inf{p,( ) z ; z E K,, pZ(z) 2 0). Then S,, > 0. Since (pO 2 6,/2) n 
K,, n K is compact and contained in U0 n U,, there is an cp; ED,” -(R) 
such that cp; is Cap”-quasi-continuous, 0 d cp; d 1, q;(z) = 0, z E 
B\(U,n u,), v,f ED;-(E), and Cap”(({p,~6,/2}nK,nK)\{cp:,= 11) 
62-“. By Lemma (5.10) there are tj,~Dz-([W) such that $, is 
continuous, O<$,<l, Il/,(z)=O, ZE{P~ZS,}~K,, and $Jz)=l, 
z E (p. d 6,/2} n K,. So if we let t,(z) = cp,(z)(cpi(z) + $,Jz)), it is easy to 
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see that 5, is Cap”-quasi-continuous, ~,ED~~(R), <,y= cp,cpL f E 
D,“- (E), and Cap”( K\ { (,a 1 } ) < 2 Pnf ‘. This implies our assertion. 
(5.18) LEMMA. Let U, E G,(H), n = 1, 2, . . . . and let UE O,(H) satisfying 
(i) U,“=, U,c U, and 
(ii) for any compact set K with Kc U, Cap”(K\(U;= 1 U,)) + 0 as 
n-+00. 
Then any map f: U + E such that f jr/, E 9,,,0c( U, ; E), n 2 1, belongs to 
~pp,,oc( u; El. 
Proof. Let K be a compact set with Kc U. Then for any m b 1, there 
is an N, such that Cap”(K\(UFm, U,)) <2-“- 3. So there is an open set 
G, such that K\(UzI Uk)c G, and Cap”(B\G,)<2-” -2. Since 
U, E O,(H), there are Cap”-quasi-continuous functions pn: B + R such 
that U, = {pn > O}. Then there are compact sets K,, m 2 1, such that 
AK,,,, n= 1, . . . . N,, are continuous and Cap” (B\K,) < 2 ~ m ~ ‘. Then 
KnK,n(B\G,) is compact and contained in Up=, {z~K,;p~(z)>O}. 
So there is a 6,>0 such that KnK,n(B\G,)cUpZII (~~26,). Thus 
there are (Pi,,+ E D:-(R), k = 1, . . . . N,, such that (P~,~ is Cap”-quasi- 
continuous, 0 < (P~,~ < 1, (P+(Z) = 0, ZE B\U,, (P,,,~~E D,“_(E), and 
Cap”((Kn K,,, n (B\G,) n {pk > 6,})\{(~~,~ = 1)) < 2-“-‘N;‘. Let 
cp, = U,“i , (P,+. Then qrn is Cap”-quasi-continuous, qrn E D 2 I, 
cp,f~D;P-(E), and Cap”(K\{cp,>,1})d2P”. This implies our assertion. 
(5.19) LEMMA. Let U,E&,(H), n= 1,2, . . . . and UEO,(H), and assume 
that 
(i) lJ,“= I U, c U, and 
(ii) for any compact set K with Kc U, Cap”(K\(U;=, U,)) -+O as 
n+c73. 
Then there are (P,, E 9E,,0c( U; R) such that 
(1) (Pn is Cap”-quasi-continuous, 
(2) cp,(z) = 0, u\u,, n 2 1, 
(3) OQcp,dl, 
(4) (~~f~~~,~~~(U;E)foranyf~~~,l~~(U~;E), n2L and 
(5) for any E > 0 and compact set K with Kc U, there are m 2 1 and 
a compact set K’ c U such that 
(i) cp,(z)=O,z~K’,n>m+l, 
(ii) Cz= 1 q,(z) = 1, z E K’, and 
(iii) Cap”(K\K’) < E. 
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Proof: Since U and U,, n B 1, are Cap”-quasi-open, there are Cap”- 
quasi-continuous functions p, pn, n 2 1, such that U = {p > 0} and U, = 
{pn > O}. Then there are compact sets K, c U, m = 1, 2, . . . . such that 
Cap”({pa l/m})\K,)<2-” and K, c Kz c K, c . . . . Then by the assump- 
tion, there is an N, 3 1 such that Cap”(K,\(Uk I U,)) d 2-“. Then there 
is an open set G, such that Km\(Uf: 1 U,)) c G, and Cap”(G,) d 2.2 m. 
Also, there is a compact set Km such that pk 1 x,L k = 1, . . . . N,, are con- 
tinuous and Cap”(B\K,,,) Q 2-“. Let K; = K,,, n K, n (B\G), m 2 1. Then 
KW, is compact and Cap”( (p > l/m}\Kk) < 4.2 -“‘. Moreover, Kk c 
lJ,“-, {pJ,~>0}. So there is an a,>0 such that K~cU~!!!~ {pJ~>2a,}. 
By Lemma (5.10), for each m3 1, there are @m,k~Dz_(R), k= 1, . . . . N,, 
such that @m,k is Cap”-quasi-continuous, @‘m,k > 0, Cap”((Km n { pk 2 
2%})\(&&,= l)KN,-‘.2-Y and @,Jz) = 0 for z E B with pk(z) da,. 
Then by Lemma (5.17), we see that @‘m,k f e 9pp,,,,(B; E), k= 1, . . . . N,, if 
fE ~p,,ocVL ~3. 
Let $m = C,": I @J~,~. Then we see that Cap”(Kk\{$,> 1})<2-“‘. Let 
g~C~([W)suchthatO~g~1,g(t)=O,t~1/3,andg(t)=1,t~2/3.Letus 
define (P~,~EDE-([W),W kal, by (~,,,,~=$;‘.g($,)6j,,,,~, k<N,, and 
cp,,=O,k>N,.Thenrp,,,~D~~([W),O~cp,,,Ql,andC~,(~~,~(~)=1 
if $,Jz) > 2/3. Let tj, = Cp= I (P~,~, and let us define (Pi, k > 1, by 
(Pk(Z) = f (Pm.kb) .yi’ (1 -$Az)), z E B. 
m=l I= 1 
Let V,,= {1+6,>3/4}, m 3 1. Then V, E O,(H). Since $,Jz) = 1 for z E V,, 
we see that 
m  H-1 
(Pk(Z) = 2 (Pn,k(Z). n (1 - ll/,(z)) 
n=l /= I 
Mm 
c (Pk(Z) = 1, 
k=l 
and 
(PkcZ) = O, k&M,+l, 
for any ZEV,. Here M,=max{N,:I=l,...,m}. So we see that cpkflvmE 
9P$,10c( V,, E) for any f E gP+( uk; E). Since Cap”(&\V,) < 2-“, and so 
Cap”({p~l/m}\V,))~5.2~“, we see that Cap”(K\V,) -0, m + co 
for any compact set K with KE U. So by Lemma (5.18) we have our 
assertion. 
(5.20) DEFINITION. Let U be a Cm-quasi-open set. For any PE (1, co] 
and a separable Hilbert space E, we say that f: U + E belongs to 
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gT,,,,& U; E) if for any n > 2 + [ l/(p + 2)] and a compact set K with Kc U, 
there is q E D;(R) such that 
(1) O~q61,cp(z)=0,zEB\U, 
(2) cpf E Dz - ,,,W, and 
(3) C,W\tv = 11, < l/n. 
Then by similar arguments to the proofs of Proposition (5.12) and 
Lemmas (5.16), (5.17), (5.18), and (5.19), we have the following. 
(5.21) PROPOSITION. (1) For any p E (1, MI] and any C, -quasi-open 
set u, 9;&( U; E) c W’( U; E). Moreover, Df E 9110c( U; H* BE), for any 
f E ~;,,oc( u; El. 
(2) For any p E (1, a] and any C, -quasi-open set U, 
~pW,loc(U; HOE) = 9(a, U; HOE). Moreover, af E GBpW,,Oc( U, E), for any 
f E s;,,J U; HO E). 
(5.22) LEMMA. Let U be a C,-quasi-open set and E, E,, . . . . E, are 
separable Hilbert spaces. 
(1) ?ff Eg:,loc (U; E), there is a C, -quasi-continuous map 7: U -+ E 
such that y(z) = f (z) ,u - a.e. z. 
(2) Suppose that @: E, @ . . . @E, + E is any times continuously 
Frkchet differentiable. Zf fi E 9”,,,,J U; Ej), i = 1, . . . . n, then @(f, , . . . . f,) E 
%i,,o,(u; El. 
(5.23) LEMMA. Let U, and U, be C,-quasi-open sets, and C be a 
C, -quasi-closed set with Cc UO. Suppose that f E 9:&( U, n U, ; E) and 
f(z) = 0, z E (U, n U,)\C. Then if we let 7: U, + E be given by T(z) = f(z), 
z E U, n U,, and?(z) = 0, z E U,\( U, n U,), then 3~ 9110c( U, ; E). 
(5.24) LEMMA. Let U,, n = 1, 2, . . . . be C, -quasi-open sets, and let U = 
U,“=, U,. Then any map f: U+E such that flu,E9T,,oc(Un;E), n>l, 
belongs to 9Lloc( U; E). 
(5.25) LEMMA. Let U,E~,(H), n= 1,2, . . . . and UE~~(H), and assume 
that 
(i) U,“= 1 U, c U, and 
(ii) for any compact set K with Kc U, Cap”(K\(Ui=, U,)) -+O us 
n-+03. 
Then there are (P,, E 9m,loc( U; R) such that 
(1) (Pi is Cap”-quasi-continuous, 
580/98/l-11 
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(2) 4%(z) = 0, u\u,, n 2 1, 
(3) o<‘cp,dl, 
(4) c~,f~~~:,,,(U;E)for anyf~~&(Un;E), n>l, and 
(5) for any E > 0 and compact set K with Kc U, there are m 2 1 and 
a compact set K’ c U such that 
(i) q,(z) = 0, z E K’, n 2 m + 1, 
(ii) Cr= 1 q,Jz) = 1, z E K’, and 
(iii) Cap”(K\K’) <a. 
6. NONLINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS 
(6.1) DEFINITION. We say that f: B -+ R is an H- Co function if 
(1) f: B + R is a measurable map, and 
(2) for any z E B, f(z + .): H + R is continuous. 
(6.2) DEFINITION. We say that a subset U in B is H- Co open, if there 
is an H-C’ function cp: B+ R such that U= (ZG B; q(z) >O}. 
(6.3) Remark. We denote by oo(H) the set of all H-C’ open subsets 
in B. 
(6.4) PROPOSITION. ( 1) 4, B are H - Co open sets. 
(2) If U,, n = 1, 2, . . . . areH-C”ensets,thenU,nU2andU,“=,U, 
are also H - Co open sets. 
(6.5) DEFINITION. Let UEI?I~(H). We say that f: U+ E is an H-C’ 
map if 
(1) f: U + E is a measurable map, and 
(2) f(z + h,) + f(z) in E as n -+ co for any z E U and any sequence 
(h,},“=,cHsuchthatz+h,EU,n>l,andh,-+O,n+co. 
(6.6) DEFINITION. Let U E (To(H). We say that ,f: U -+ E is an H - C ’ 
map if 
(1) f: U+ E is an H-C’ map, and 
(2) there is an H-C’ map Df: U+ H*@ E such that 
f(f(z+th)-f(z))+Df(z)h in E as t -+ 0 
for any z E U. 
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(6.7) DEFINITION. Let n > 2 and U E &(H). We say that f: U -+ E is an 
H - C” map, if 
(1) f: U-+E is an H-C’ map, and 
(2) Df: U+ H*@E is an H-C”-’ map. 
(6.8) LEMMA. Let K be a a-compact set in B, r > 0, and p E (2, 00). Let 
U E Q(H) satisfying K + B, c U and F: U + H be an H - C ’ map such that 
llF~z)ll d & and IIDF(z)~lx~H,<~foranyzEK+B,. 
6~ 
Then for E = r/6, we have the following. 
(1) I,+FI,+,c: K+ B,+ B is one to one. 
(2) The image measure p 0 (Z, + FI K+ B,) and the measure u are 
mutually absolutely continuous and uo (I, + FIK,+B,)(dz) = Id(z, F)I p(dz), 
p-a.e.zEK+B,. 
(3) Us+ F)(K) + Be,, = (1, + F)(K+ 4). 
(4) SK+B, I+, F)l”Adz)< ~0 for any a~ C-P, PI. 
(5) There is a constant C < a3 such that 
s ~+~~lf((z~+F)z)l~(dz)QC-(j 
l/Y 
If(z AdzI (~a+mK+&l > 
and 
s (IgtF)(XtB,Ilf((Z~+F)~'z)lli(dz)~C.(j > 
l/q 
If @)I q Adz) P K+& 
for any bounded measurable function f in B. Here q =p/(p - 2). 
Proof Let (p~CF(lw) such that O<cp,<l, cp(t)=l, ltl<1/3, cp(t)=O, 
ItI >2/3, and Iv’(t)1 d4, tE R. Also, let $(z)= cp((l/r).p(z, K)), ZE B. 
Here p(z, K) is a function given in Definition (1.8) in [lo]. Then 
$(z)= 1, ZEK+B,, and D$(z)=O, p-a.e.z~K+ B,. Since D($.F)(z)= 
D+(z) F(z) + $(z) DF(z), we have 
(6.9a) IIIC/(z+h).F(z+h)-l//(z).F(z)ll, 
G$ llhll,, zEBandhEH, 
and 
(6.9b) lID(lcI .Fi)(z)llxC(Hj G $ 
Here we set $(z).F(z)=O if Ic/(z)=O. 
p - a.e. z. 
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Now let CI E (-p, p). Then by Lemma (4.3) in [lo], we see that I, + a$ . 
F: B -+ B is a bijective and we have Se d(z; ct$ . F) I < 1. Note that 
det,(Z,+ T)-‘=det,(Z,- T(Z,+ T))‘) exp(trace(T*(Z,+ T)) 
dexp(llTII~2 (l- IITlluz)-2) 
for any TE diP*(H; H) with 11 TII 94m < 1. Therefore, since 
u. llWz)ll ym G 4, ZEK+B, 
we have 
s 
exp( --a .aF(z)) p(dz) 
K+B, 
< s Id(z; cl$ .F)I . Idet,(Z,+cc.DF(z)))‘I K+& 
xexp (G lIF(r)ll~) AdzI 
d C s Id(z, cr$ .F)I p(dz) < co. B 
Therefore similarly we have 
s Idk F)I” Adz) K+B, 
< s Idet,(Z,+ c( .DF(z))l” exp( --01 .cYF(z)) p(dz) < 00. K+B, 
This proves our assertion (4). 
Now let tl = 1 and G(z) = (I, + $. F)-’ (z) -z. Then G is a measurable 
map from B into H and satisfies 
llG(z+W(;)ll,~& Il4lm z E B, h E H. 
Moreover, we have G(z) = -$((ZB + G)z) F((ZB + G)z), z E B. Since G and 
1+6 = $0 (I, + G) satisfies the Lipschitz condition, we see that there are a 
measurable set D, and maps DG: D, + P’“(H; H) and D$: D, + H* as in 
Lemma (4.1) in [lo]. Then by virtue of the regularity of F, we have 
,lify f  (G(z + th) - G(z)) 
= D&z) F((Zs + G)z) + I&Z, DF((Z, + G)z)(Z, + DG(z)), 
zED,, hEH. 
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This shows that GE W’(B, &) and 
3 2 
<----<-, 
3P-1 P 
p - a.e. 2. 
Also we have 
ll~W&, z E B. 
These imply that GE D:(H) and so GE g(8). 
Therefore we can apply Theorem (4.4) in [lo] and we have 
~0 (IB + $F)(dz) = Id(z, 1l/F)l I. This proves the assertion (2). 
Moreover, by Lemma (4.3) in [lo] we have 
s Hz; (p/2)G)I p(dz) < co. B 
Then similarly to the proof of the assertion (4), we have 
s Id(z; G)lp’* p(dz) < co. B 
Therefore we have 
If((rB + F)z)l ddz) 
d 
s 
If((~s + (7’ z)l Adz) K+B E 
= s (Is+c)~, (K+ B,) If( . I& WI AdzI F 
l/P 
,< 14~; G)IP Adz) > 0 
l/q 
If( q AdzI 
> 
. 
(IB+mK+m 
Also we have, 
d i If( I4G F)I AdzI K+B, P 
d 
0 
UP 
l4z; FNP Adz) 
K+B, > (1 
l/q 
If(z Adz) . 
K+B, > 
This proves the assertion (5). 
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Finally, note that l/(IH + DF(z)))‘ll iuzCH.HI<(l - 1/6p))‘<2,z~K+B,. 
Therefore usual implicit function theorem (see, e.g., [ 131) implies that 
(Z, + F)(z) + B,,, c (I, + F)(z + B,) for all z E K. This proves the 
assertion (3). 
(6.10) THEOREM. Let K be a compact set in B and r > 0. Let U be an 
H - Co open set containing K + B, and F U -+ H be an H - CL map such 
that 
(ii) FJ,: K-r H and DE;/,: K-+#(H) are continuous, 
(ii) sup{IIDF(z+h)-DF(z)ll,(,,; ZEK, hEH, Ilhl/,<S}-0 as 
SJO, and 
(iii) I, + DF(z): H -+ H is bijective for all z E K, 
Then there are finitely many compact subsets {K,,}f=, in B and E E (0, r) 
such that 
(2) Z,+DF(z):H+HisbijectiveforaflzE(U~=,K,)+B,,and 
(3) for each n = 1, . . . . N, I, + FI K,+B,: K, + B, + B is one-to-one, and 
the image measure p 0 (I, + FI & + B, ) and the measure p are mutually 
absolutely continuous and p 0 (I, + FI K,+B,)(dz) = Id(z, F)I p(dz), p - a.e. 
zeK,,+B,. 
ProoJ Let Y be a countable dense set in {SE z(H); ZH + S: H + H is 
bijective} and V be a countable dense set in H with V E B*. We may 
assume that each SE Y is extensible to a bounded linear operator 
3: B-+ H. For SEY, let 
(6.11) A,(S)= {ZEK IIDF(+%c,,<& ll(Z,+S)-‘I/,~,,;,,}. 
Then A I(S) is a open set in K. 
By our assumption (2), there is an rSE (0, r) for each SE Y such that 
IIWz + h) - DfQ)ll z(H) <(l/48) II(ZH+S)~lII&;H~ for any ZEA,(S) 
and h E H with IlhllN< rs. Here A,(S) denotes the closure of A,(S) in B. 
Let R,=r,. II(ZH+S)-‘l/&,;H~. 
For each SE 9’ and v E V, let 
(6.12) A(S, v)= {zeA,(S); llF(z)-Sz-ul/,<~.R,}. 
Then A(S, v) is an open set in K for each SE 9’ and v E 1”, and 
Us,V A(S, v) = K. Therefore there is a finite set {(S,, v,)},“= I c Y x V such 
that IJ,“= 1 A(S,, u,) = K. Let K,, n = 1, . . . . N, be the closure of A(S,, v,) in 
B and R, = R,. 
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Fix n E (1, . . . . N}. Let FM(z) = ((F- 3,) 0 (I, + 3,))‘~) -u,, z E 
(ZB+sn)U. Let Tn: B-+H be a map given by T,(z)=v,, ZEB. Then we 
see that 
Z,+F,=(Z,+T,)o(Z,+~~)(Ze+~,) in U 
and 
I, + DF(z) = (I, + DFJ(Z, + 3,)z))(Z, + S,), ZE u. 
Therefore DFJz) = (DF((Z, + g,)z) - S,)(Z, + S,), z E (I, + 3,) U. Note 
that (Z, + s,)(K,) + BRn c (I, + s,)(U). Then by easy calculation, we see 
that 
(6.13) 
and 
(6.14) IlN7Cz + h)ll X(H) G h 
for any ZE(Z~+,!?,)(K,) and heH with llhllH<Rn. Then by Lemma (6.8) 
see that ZB + Fn : (I, + s,)(K,) + B, ,6 -+ B is one-to-one 
rr(I,+F’,)(dz)= ld(z,Fn)I p(dz) on (ZB+$)(K,)+BR ,6. 
and 
Let ~=(1/12)min{R;I((Z,+S,)-‘I/~‘, n=l,..., i}. Then by easy 
calculation we have 
(Z,+F)z=(Z,+ T,)(Z,+~J(Z,+~,)z 
and 
I+, Frz)I = IkW,+~n;,)U,+ 3,) z, TJI MU,+ 3,) z, Fn’,,I Hz, %)I 
for p - a.e. z E K, + B,. This proves our assertion. 
(6.15) THEOREM. Let K be a compact set in B and r>O. Let U be an 
H - Co open set containing K $ B, and F: U-+ H be an H - C’ map such 
that 
(i) Fl K: K + H and DFI K: K + X’(H) are continuous, and 
(ii) sup{JIDF(z+h)-DF(z)ll,,(,,,; ZEK, ~EH, Ilh11,<6}+0 as 
SJO. 
Then there are countably many compact subsets { Kn},“, 1 in B such that 
(1) U,“=, K,= {zEK;ZH+DF(z): H+His bijective and 
(2) for each n 2 1, there is an E > 0 such that 
(i) K,+B,c{z~U,Z~+DF(z):H-+Hisbijectiue}, 
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(ii) b+FIKn+Be:K+4 + B is one-to-one, and the image measure 
P”uff+FIK”+& ) and the measure u are mutually absolutely continuous and 
P”uB+FI Kn+B,)(dz)= I+, FM Adz), ~---.e. ZEK,+B,. 
Proof: Let KL = {z E K; IdetJZ, + DF(z))l > l/n}, n B 1. Then we have 
u,“= , Kk = {z E K; I,+ DF(z): H + H is bijective}. Thus by Theorem (6.10) 
we have our assertion. 
(6.16) THEOREM. Let us think of two abstract Wiener spaces (u, H, B) 
and (y” Q p, R” @ H, R” 0 B), n > 0. Let K be a compact set in R” 0 B and 
r > 0. Let U be an H - Co open set in R”@ B containing K+ 8,, where 8, = 
{kER”OH; llkll ,nen<r). Moreover, let F: U-+H be an H-C”+’ map 
such that 
(i) F(,: K+ H and DFI,: K+92(R”@H, H) are continuous, and 
(ii) sup{IIDF(w+k)-DF(w)ll,2~..o,;,,; WOK IlkllnneH<6) +O 
as StO. 
Let Pr,: R” @ B + B and P,: R” @ H + H be the natural projection map. 
Then (Pr, + F)( (w E K, P, + DF( w): R” 0 H + H is not surjective}) is of 
p-measure zero. 
Proof: Let { P,}z_ 1 c 9(B*) with P, t I, as m + co. By the assump- 
tion, we see that there is an r’ E (0, r) such that 
IIDF(w+k)-DF(w)ll,2~,.~,;,,~~ 
for any w  E K and h E B,,. Since K is compact, there is an m 2 1 such that 
and 
II(ZH-Prn)DF(w)ll~~(lw,s~;~)~~ 
for all z E K. Then we have 
II(~H-f’,)F(w)llH~&r’ 
and 
for any w  E K+ i?,.. So by Lemma (6.8) letting E = r’/6, we see that CD = 
Z wnsB+(zH-prn)FlK+~,:K+B, + KY 0 B is one-to-one. Note that @(K) 
is compact in lRn@B and let V={WE[W”OB;~,.~,(W;~(K))<E/~}. 
Then we also see that VC @(K + 8,), and by the usual implicit function 
theorem we see that @-’ -ZRnoB: V+ R”@H is an H-C”+’ map. 
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Let G(w)= P,,,FocP-l(w), WE I/. Then it is easy to see that G: V-r H 
is an H-C”+’ map and (PrB+F)~@~‘(w)=(Prs+G)(w), WE V. 
Moreover, we have 
(Pr,+ F)({wE K; P,+DF(w): iR”@H+ His not surjective}) 
c (Pr, + G)( {w E V; P, + DG( w): R” @ H + H is not surjective } ) 
= (Pr, + G)( { w  E V; P, + DG( w): R” @ H + Image P, is not surjective } ). 
Then using Fubini’s theorem and the usual Sard’s theorem in finite dimen- 
sional spaces implies our assertion. 
This completes the proof. 
(6.17) LEMMA. (1) For anyp~(1, co) andqE(p, co), there is an m> 1 
satisfying the following. 
For any r > 0 and an n-dimensional subspace K of H, there is a constant 
C such that 
sw{llf(z+~)IIE;~~K l14H<r)PAdz) G c Iif II D:(E) 
for any f E D:(E). 
(2) For any s E (0, co) and p E (1, CD), there is a q E (p, co) satisfying 
the following. 
For any r > 0 a n-dimensional subspace K of H, there is a constant C such 
that 
UP 
sw(Ilf(z+u)llE;u~K I141H<r)P~(dz) G c. Ilf I/ D;(E) 
for any f E D”,(E). 
Proof: (1) Let m 2 0 and a > 1 satisfy that ma > n. Then by Sobolev’s 
inequality, for any r > 0 there is a constant C’ such that 
Here U= {x E R”; 1x1 < r}. Therefore we have 
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Here {ei}l= 1 is an orthonormal basis of K and E is an arbitrary positive 
number. From this we have our assertion (1). 
(2) Let t > 0 and a > 1 satisfy that ta > n. Let L = (l/2)(4 -x .V) on 
R”. Then by Sobolev’s inequality, for any r > 0 there is a constant C’ such 
that 
suP{Ildx)llE;xE q d c 
0 
w” ll((l -LYg)(x)ll’,y,(dx) 
Here U = {x E R”; (xl < r } again. Therefore we have 
< c, . ll(1 + ~*P~Yf(z)llF 
x exp ( -jl x&, e,)- -q) Adr)) In(dx)}l’pr 
RIPEN 
ll(l + D*pD)‘f(z)ll r Adz) 
if N > 2. Here P is the dorthogonal projection from H onto K. 
This completes the proof. 
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(6.18) THEOREM. Let K be a compact set in B and r >O. Let U be an 
H - Co open set containing K + B, and P: U + H be an H - C’ map such 
that 
(i) Fl,:K+HandDFI.:K-+H*@Hare continuous, and 
(ii) sup{IIDF(z+h)-DF(z)ll,,(,,; ZEK, hEH, llhll,<~}-+O as 
6 LO. 
Then we have the following. 
(1) For any PE(~,CO) and qE(p, co), there are an ma1 and a 
constant C such that 
> 
VP 
If(UB + F)z)l” AdzI G c ’ lifll D;(W) 
for anyfED:( 
(2) For any p~(1, co) and SE(O, 00) there are a qE(p, co) and a 
constant C such that 
> 
UP 
If((zB + Fb)lP Adz) G c ’ llfll D;,R, 
for anyfED:( 
Proof. Let P, E Y(B*), n = 1,2, . . . . be such that P, t Z, and 
dim(Image P,) = n. We fix an m 3 3. By the assumption, there is a R E (0, r) 
such that IIDF(z + h) - DF(z)ll H* < 1/48m, k = 0, 1, for all z E K and h E H 
with IlhllH< R. Then by the assumption, there is an n > 1 such that 
II(ZH-- P,) F(z)llH< (1/48m). R and II(ZH-- P,) DF(z)ll,~(,;,,d Wm for 
all z E K. Therefore we have 
and 
for any ZE K-I- B,. 
Also we see that 
r=sup{IIF(z)(l,;zEK}<co. 
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Let q = m/(m - 2). Then by Lemma (6.8), we have 
(J 
IfCUB + O)lP P(dZ) K 
1 
VP 
< 
(J 
suP{If(VB+V,-~“))z+~)l; 
K 
UP 
UEImageP,, llz.ll <r+l}Pp(d~) 
> 
1 IPY 
< 
(J 
sup{If(z+z4)I;UEImageP,, Il~ll<r+l}~~~(dz) 
B > 
Since q --t 1 if m -+ co, we have our assertion from Lemma (6.17). 
This completes the proof. 
7. REGULARITY OF MAPS 
(7.1) DEFINITION. Let CI E %&.9(B). We say that f: B + [w is an c( - Co 
function, if 
(1) f: B+ II3 is an H-C’ function, and 
(2) f: B -+ [w is cc-quasi-continuous. 
(7.2) DEFINITION. Let a E VA?LP(B). We say that f: B + I3 is a strong 
CI - Co function if 
(1) f: B+[W is an cc-Co function, and 
(2) there are compact sets K,,, n = 1, 2, . . . . such that 
(i) a(B\K,) + 0, n -+ co, and 
n,l (ii) sup{If(z+h)-f(z)l; ZEK,, Ilhll,<~)+O, ~10, for each 
, . 
(7.3) DEFINITION. Let LX E VSZJP(B). We say that a subset U in B is 
a - Co open (resp. strong tl- Co open) if there is an CI - Co (resp. strong 
LX- Co) function cp: B + [w such that U= {z E B; cp(z) > O}. 
(7.4) Remark. (1) ji - Co functions are H - Co functions. 
(2) We denote by Co(H) (resp. Co;(H)) the set of all tl, -Co open 
(resp. strong Cap” - Co open) subsets in B. 
(7.5) PROPOSITION. (1) Co(H) c Co.:(H) c Co,(H). 
(2) 4 and B are strong c1- Co open sets for any CL E %?sf.P(B). 
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(3) Let cc~%?:dP(B). Zf U, and U2 are CI- Co open (resp. strong 
CI - Co open) sets, then U, n Uz, UI v U2 are LX-C’ open (resp. strong 
CI - Co open) sets. 
(4) Let c( E %&B(B) and ~1 be countably dominated. Zf U,, n = 1, 2, . . . . 
are CI - Co open (resp. strong a - Co open) sets, then u,“= f U, are c( - Co 
open (resp. strong ~1 - Co open) sets. 
Now let E be a separable Hilbert space. We introduce several kinds of 
regularity of maps. 
(7.6) DEFINITION. Let IX E 97&9’(B) and U be an c( - Co open set. We 
say thatf: U+Eis an a-Co map if 
(1) f:U-+EisanH-C’map, and 
(2) f: U -+ E is a-quasi-continuous. 
(7.7) DEFINITION. Let a E %&P(B) and U be a strong CI - Co open set. 
We say that f: U + E is a strong c( - Co map if 
(1) f: U+Eis an a-Co map, and 
(2) for any compact set K contains in U, there are compact sets K,,, 
n = 1, 2, . . . . such that 
(i) c((K\K,J + 0, n + co, and 
each .yi sMf(z+h)-f(z)19 .zeK,,,z+h~U, ~lhl~H<.s}-+O,~~O,for 
, . 
(7.8) DEFINITION. Let 1 <n < co, a E%‘&B(B), and U be an c( - Co 
open (resp. strong LX - Co open) set. We say that f: U -+ E is an a - C” map 
(resp. strong c( - C” map) if 
(1) f: U+ E is an H-C” map and 
(2) Dkf: U-+ HeBk 0 E, 0 < k < n + 1, are CI - Co maps (resp. strong 
a - Co maps). 
(7.9) DEFINITION. Let U E O”,(H). We say that f: U + E is an S, Coo 
map if f is a strong Cap” - C” map and f E gm,,,J U; E). 
(7.10) THEOREM. Let UEO”,(H), and F: U+ H be an S,C”-map. 
Then for any E > 0 and compact set K with Kc U, there is a cp E Dz _ (R) 
such that 
(1) q(z)=0 on B\U, 
(2) for anyp,qE(l, 00) withp<q, the map f -cp(z)f((Z,+F)z) is 
a continuous linear operator from D,“(E) into D,“(E), 
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(3) for any s, t~(0, co) with s<t, the mupf+cp(z)f((Z,+F)z) is a 
continuous linear operator from D’,_(E) into D”, ~ (E), and 
(4) Cap”(K\{cp = l}) <E. 
Proof By Lemma (5.10), there are $, E Dg ~ (R) and a compact set 
K:, with KkcU such that $,(z)=O, ZEB\KL, $,FED~_(E), and 
Cap”(K\{$, = 0}) < 2-“. Then from the assumption, we see that there 
is a compact set K,,, with K, c U such that DkFJKn: K,, --+ H* @k 0 H 
are continuous for all k = 0, 1, sup{ IJDF(z + h) - DF(z)ll,.,,; ZE K,,, 
Ilh1/,<6}+0 as SJO, and Cap”(K;\K,)<2-“. So by the usual 
argument, there is a 5, E Dz _ (R) such that c,(z) = 0 for z E KL\K,,, and 
CW’V\{L= W-0 as n+ co. Let us take a gEC”(R; R) such that 
g(t)=O, t<1/3, and g(t)=l, t>2/3, and let cp,,=g(ll/,<,). Then we see 
that Cap”(K\{cp,=l})+O as n+co. Also (PJz)=O, ZEB\K,,. If 
f:B+Eis an H-C” map, thenf((Z,+F).):U+Eis also an H-C” 
map, and Dk(f((ZB+F)Nz)) . is ex P ressed by linear combinations of multi- 
plications of Dy((Z, + F)z) and D’F(z). So by Theorem (6.18), we see that 
the map f -+ cp,(z)f((Z, + F)z) is a continuous linear map from D,“(E) 
into D,“(E) or from D’,-(E) into D”,-(E). 
(7.11) THEOREM. Let UEOS,(H) and F U+H be a S,C” map. Zf 
PX I is a sequence of subsets of B such that Cap”(A,) --* 0, then 
Cap”(Kn (Is+ F))’ (A,)) + 0 for any compact set K with KE U. 
Proof: We may assume that the A,,? are open sets in B. Then there are 
u,ED~-(R) such that u,(z)>l, ZEA,, and IIu,II~;(~)-+O as n+co for 
any s, p E (1, a). Since U is Cap”-quasi-open, there is a Cap”-quasi-con- 
tinuous function p: B -+ R such that U = {p > O}. So there are increasing 
sequences {K,,}p=, of compact sets such that pi L is continuous for each 
n > 1 and Cap”(B\K,,) < 2-“. Then we see that Cap”(K\K, n {p Z 
l/n})) -+ 0 as n + co for any compact set K contained in U. 
Then for each n > 0, letting E = 2-” and K= K, n {p > l/n}, there is a 
~,ED~~(R) as in Theorem (7.10). We see that q;u,((l,+F).)~ 
DE(R) and lI~m.~n((ZB+F).)IID~(IW) -+O as n+ co for any s, pE(1, co) 
and m 3 1. Since F: U -+ H is Cap’-quasi-continuous, there is a compact 
set KL such that Fj K,: KL -+ H is continuous and Cap”( (K, n { p > 
l/n}\KL))<2-“. So there is an open set G, in B such that Cap”(G,)< 
2- n+2 and (B\K,)u((K,n~p~l/n~)\K~)u((K,n{p3lln~)\~cp,=1~) 
cG,. Note that G,u((K,n{pal/m})n((Z,+F))‘(A,))) is an open 
set in B which is contained in G, u { qrn . u,((ZB + F) . ) > 1 }. Therefore we 
see that Cap”((K, n {p > l/m}) n ((Z, + F))’ (A,))) -+ 0 as n -+ 00 for 
each m 2 1. This implies our assertion. 
Similarly we can prove the following. 
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(7.12) THEOREM. Let U be a strong C,-quasi-open set and Z? U-+ H be 
a strong C, - C” map. ?f {A,)nmzl is a sequence of subsets of B such that 
C,(A,) + 0, then C,(Kn (I, + F))’ (A,)) + 0 for any compact set K with 
KE U. 
(7.13) THEOREM. Let UE B”,(H) and F: U+ H be an S, C” map. Also 
let VEO,(H), p~(1, 001, and assume that (Zs+F)(U)c V. Then 
f(U, + F)z) E 9p,d U; E) for any f E 9r,,0c( V; E). Moreooer, 
Z?f((ZB+F) .))(z)=L’~((ZB+F)Z)(Z~+DF(Z)) 
for any f E g,,, 10c( V; E), and 
d(f((ZB+F).))(z)=df((Zs+F)z)= traceDf((Z,+F)z)DF(z) 
for any f E gr,,lOc( V; HO E). 
Proof Let K be a compact set with Kc U. Then there are compact sets 
K, for each n 2 1 such that K,, c U, FJ,: K, + H is continuous, and 
Cap”(K\K,) < 2-“. Let C, = (I,+ F)(K,). Then C, is a compact set and 
c,c v. 
Let f E 9P,10c( V; E). Then there is a cp, E Dz .(R) such that tin(z) = 0, 
ZEB\V,@,~EDF(E), and Cap”(C,\{$,,=1})<2-“. Also, there is a 
$LED~-(JW) such that $,(z)=O, ZEB\U,~:,.(II/,~)((Z~+F).)ED~~_(E), 
and Cap”(K,\{$; = 1)) < 2-“. Let q,(z) = I/~(Z) $,((Z,+ F)z). Then rp, E 
D:-(R) and cp,f EDT-(E). Also we have 
So we have Cap”(K\{cp, = l}) + 0 as n + co. This proves the first half of 
the assertion. The second half of the assertion is obvious. 
This completes the proof. 
(7.14) THEOREM. Let UEQ”,(H) and F: U+H be an S,C” map. 
(1) Let VE O,(H) and A4 be a separable metric space, and assume 
that (I,+ F)(U)c V. Then tf f: V+ A4 is Cap”-quasi-continuous, 
f ((Z, + F) . ): U + M is Cap”-quasi-continuous. 
(2) Let VEX”, andassme that (Z,+F)(U)c V. Then iff: V-+E 
is a strong Cap” - Co map, f((Z,+ F) .): U + E is a strong Cap” -Co 
map. 
(3) Let VEX”, andassume that (ZB+F)(U)c V. Then iff: V-+E 
isanS,C”map, thenf((Z,+F).):U+EisanS,C”map. 
Proof: Since the proofs of (1) and (2) are similar and (3) is an 
immediate conclusion of (2), we only prove (2). 
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Let K be a compact set with Kc U. Then there is a compact set for 
each n 2 1 such that FI Kn: K,, -+ H is continuous, Cap”(K\K,) < 2-“, 
and sup{II~(z+h)-~(z)lI,; ZEK,,, llhllH<6} +O,SJO. Then we have 
~~~{/l(~,+~)(~+~)-(~,+~)(~)ll,;z~K,, llhll,<6} +O, SlO. Also, 
there is a compact set C, such that fl,--: B + E is continuous, 
Cap”((Z,+P)(K,)\C,)<2-“, and ~~p{llf~~+~~-f~~~lI.; ZEC,, PllH< 
S}-+O as 610. Let Kk=K,n(Z,+F)-‘(C,). Then we see that 
Cap”(K\Kk)+O as n-+ co and sup(Ilf((Z,+F)(z+h))-f((Z,+F)z)ll.; 
ZEK:,, Ilhl/,<6} +O, 640. 
Similar to the proof of Theorems (7.13) and (7.14) we have the 
following. 
(7.15) THEOREM. Let U be a strong C, - Co open set and F: U + H be 
a strong C, - C” map. Also let V be a strong C, - Co open set and 
PE (1, 001, and assume that (I, + F)(U) c V. Then f( (I, + F)z) E 
9F,,0c( U; E) for any f E 9L,,J V; E). Moreover, 
Wf((Z,+F) .))(z) =L?f((Z,+F)z)(Z,+DF(z)) 
for any f E 9;10c( V; E), and 
a(f((Zs+F).))(z)=af((Z,+F)z)-traceDf((Z,+F)z)DF(z) 
for any f E 9L10& V; H 0 E). 
(7.16) THEOREM. Let U be a strong C, - Co open set and F: U+ H be 
a strong C, - C” map. 
(1) Let V be a C, -quasi-open set and M be a separable metric space, 
and assume that (Z, + F)(U) c V. Then iff: V -+ M is C, -quasi-continuous, 
f ((I, + F) . ): U -+ M is C, -quasi-continuous. 
(2) Let V be a strong C, - Co open set and assume that 
(ZB+F)(U)c V. Then f: V-+E is a strong Cap”-Co map, f((Z,+F).): 
U+ E is a strong Cap” - Co map. 
(3) Let V be a strong C, -Co open set and assume that 
(ZB+F)(U)c V. Then iff: V+E is a C,-C” map, then f((Z,+F).): 
U+Eisa C,-C” map. 
The following is obvious. 
(7.17) PROPOSITION. rf {A,}zzl c B and a,(A,) -+O as n + oo, then 
cc,(A,+B,)+O as n+ co for any r>O. 
(7.18) THEOREM. Let UE O(H) and F: U+ H be an IX, - C” map. 
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(1) If b%J,m,l~~ and am(An)-+O as n--t co, then cc,(Kn 
(Z,+F)~‘A,)+Oasn+~ foranycompact set Kwith KcU. 
(2) Zf A is a subset of B and C,,,(A) =O, then C,((Z,+ F)(A))=O. 
(3) fi((Z,+ F)({zE U;Z,+DF(z) is not bijectiue}))=O. 
Proof. (1) Let U, = { IlF(z)ll H <n}, n 2 1. Then U, are cc,-quasi-open 
sets, U = U,“= 1 U,, and u,(K\U,) + 0 as IZ + az for any compact set with 
KC U. Note that if w  = (I, + F)z and z E U,, then II w  - ~11 H < n. Therefore 
U,n(Z,+F)-‘)(A.)cA.+B, and (Z,+F)(U,nA)cA+B,. This and 
Proposition (7.14) imply our assertion. 
The proofs of assertions (2) and (3) are essentially the same as the 
proofs of Theorems (6.6) and (6.8) in [lo]. So we omit them. 
The following is obvious. 
(7.19) LEMMA. For any f E DE_(E), a finite dimensional subspace K in 
H, and R > 0, if we define a map f: B -+ L2(UR, dx; E) by 
Rz)(~)=f(z+ i xzei), ZEB,XE U,, 
t=l 
where {ei}r= I is an orthonormal basis of K and U, = {x E [w”; 1x1 < R}. 
Then for any m2 ~,~ED~~(W~‘~(U~; E)). 
Here Wma2(UR; E) is a Sobolev space defined in U, into E (see Adams 
Cl]). 
Then by this lemma and the results in Malliavin [ 111, we have the 
following. 
(7.20) LEMMA. Let K be a finite dimensional subspace in H, R > 0, and 
FED:-(K) with ilF(z)ll H Q R, p - a.e. z. Then for any f e Dp”- (E), if we let 
g:B+Ebegiuen byg(z)=f(z+F(z)), ZEB, thengED:-(E),pE(l, a]. 
So we have the following. 
(7.21) THEOREM. Let U, VE Co,(H), and F: B -+ H be a Cap”-quasi- 
continuous map such that (I, + F)(U) c V, and there is a finite dimensional 
subspace H, in H, n = 1, 2, . . . . for which FE Qoc( U; H,). Then for any 
f~~~,,oc(V/;E),f(~ +WH~~p,,ocW;E), ~~(13 001. 
Similarly we have the following. 
(7.22) THEOREM. Let U and V be C, -quasi-open sets, and F: B + H be 
a C, -quasi-continuous map such that (I, + F)(U) c V, and there is a finite 
dimensional subspace H, in H, n = 1, 2, . . . . for which F’E 9z,,,J U; H,). Then 
for anyf E~$oc(V;E),f(. +F(.)E~;,,,,(U;E), PE(~, ~1. 
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